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CWRP WEEKLY CONSTRUCTION PROGRESS REPORT 
Week ending October 12, 2013 

 
RIVER DIVERSION SEGMENT 
 
No work occurred on the River Diversion this week.  In the coming weeks Whitaker will plant vegetation 
around the structure to restore plants taken out during construction.  
 
CANYON SEGMENT 
 
This week in the Canyon 
Segment crews focused their 
attention on the installation of 
four pipe gates.  These gates 
were placed along the 
alignment to discourage 
unauthorized vehicle access 
along the new box culvert.  
Gates were installed on the east 
and west end of the canyon 
segment, on the middle access 
Logan City penstock 
maintenance road, and on the 
west boundary of the forest 
service.  Crews cemented in 
three posts per gate which 
facilitates the option of chaining 
the gate open or closed.  Crews 
also placed no parking signs on the east end of the alignment.   
 
Next week Whitaker will plant vegetation along the alignment to restore plants taken out during 
construction.  Plants were selected by a landscape architect and were carefully selected based on their 
tolerance to the Logan Canyon climate.  
 
VALLEY SEGMENT 
 
This week on the Valley Segment, crews installed the final valve collars around the turnout valves and 
performed various small clean up items.  Next week, crews will continue clean up work and final 
landscaping items on the segment.  This will include tree planting in Lundstrom Park and sod 
replacement on 1500 N and also in Lundstrom Park.   
 
 
 
 

Pipe gate installed on east side of Canyon Segment  
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1500 NORTH SEGMENT 
 
No work occurred on this segment this week as all available crews were working on other segments of 
the project.  In the coming weeks, crews will go back through the project working on a close out punch 
list generated by the project team.  
 
LOGAN NORTHERN SEGMENT 
 
Work on this segment 
commenced again this week as 
crews completed tasks on the 
close out punch list.  Crews 
performed general clean up 
along the alignment, as well as 
reshaping of canal banks, cutting 
down dead trees, placing rip-rap 
around bridges, and installing 
valve collars on the turn out 
valves.   
 
In the coming weeks, a hydro 
seeding sub-contractor will come 
on the job and seed the west 
canal bank that was disturbed 
during construction last winter. 
 
LAUB SEGMENT  
 

This week on the Laub Segment 
crews were able to place Clean Out 
Box number 23 and the UDOT storm 
water runoff box.  The UDOT box will 
receive water from a pipeline that 
runs from an inlet box on the top of 
the hill on Highway 89/91.  Crews 
continued to install pipe this week 
according the cross section shown in 
the plans.  In order to divert more 
spring water into the pipe, an 
additional concrete cut off wall was 
added this week.  These cut off walls 
are designed to stop the movement 

of water parallel to the pipe and force the water into the pipe through the perforations.      
 
Next week, crews will continue installing pipe heading east toward the ropes course road.  

Reshaping of canal bank to specified slope  

East Turn out box with cut off wall  


